GRANTEE REPORTING GUIDANCE
JustGrants Transition

Report Directly into JustGrants

Did you used to report semiannually in GMS?

You’ll now report in JustGrants starting in January.

- ME-C OFFICE
- NFSSIA
- COLD CASE
- DNA-EICE
- LEGEND (ORP)
- PRESIDENT
- EFLEA
- PSOB
- PPPI
- CGIC
- SAFE ITR
- CESF
- ULF STATES
- TIPS
- SOUTH WEST BORDER
- MISSING INDIVIDUALS
- SCA PAY FOR SUCCESS
- FIELD INITIATED
- JRI
- STOP
- INNOVATIVE PROSECUTION
- WRONGFUL CONVICTION

Report Directly into the PMT and Upload into JustGrants

Did you used to report quarterly in the PMT?

You’ll continue to do so until further notice except you’ll upload your reports to JustGrants rather than GMS.

- SCF
- COAP/COSSAP
- BWC
- IPEP
- SAKI
- PDMP
- IMHCP
- CBCR
- PSN
- JAG
- RSAT
- POST CONVICTION
- TCCLA
- SPI
- CEBR
- DRUG COURT
- DRUG COURT STATEWIDE
- CTAS PA2
- CTAS PA3
- CTAS PA4
- SCA STATEWIDE
- SCA FMPQ OYMFNT
- SCA MENTORING
- SCA TECHNOLOGY
- CAREERS
- SCA IRI
- SCA COOCURRING
- PREA
- ISI

*GMS = GRANTS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
**PMT = PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TOOL